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Controversy and debate can yet swirl around Johnson's London.(1) His
Augustan-style imitation of Juvenal's third satire on Rome has struck many
readers as uninventive or worse. What troubles them is Johnson's treatment of
the stock contrast between city and country, a theme in both poems. For over
200 years, European commentators have regarded Juvenal's satire as an
expression of the Roman tradition that idealizes the country and damns the city
(Weinbrot S65). But what has passed as pastoralism in Juvenal's work has been
criticized as exploitation in Johnson's London. Here, Johnson extols the country
as a locale where "ev'ry Bush with Nature's Music rings" and where "ev'ry
Breeze bears Health upon its Wings" (220-21). Yet when we remember his
cynicism about country life and his scorn for contemporary pastorals (Finch
354),(2) Johnson's bucolic refrains in London sound off-key. Also, in the poem,
he fulminates against the city as a place where "Malice, Rapine, [and] Accident,
conspire" and where "now a Rabble Rages, now a Fire" (1314). But when we
recall that in his daily existence Johnson was as "contentedly urban as any one
who ever lived" (Krutch 64; Hardy 253), his metropolitan satire sounds equally
false. In his biography of Johnson, Walter Jackson Bate contends that London
was penned for money and reputation. He concludes that the poem is a mere
"exercise of talent" (173). Mimicking Juvenal, Johnson feigns a Roman
sentiment that elevates country over town. "Frankly," writes Bate--regarding the
young poet's struggle for publication--London was "a bid for success; and ...
[Johnson] felt constrained to be insincere" (174).
Although Bate explains Johnson's uncharacteristic pastoralism as a matter of
expedience, this "solution" only hints at the dimensions of controversy and
disappointment that have beset London over the years. T. S. Eliot, J. W. Krutch,
Sir Sidney Roberts, E. L. McAdam, G. Milne, and Geoffrey Finch each register
disquiet with the idea that Johnson adopted in the poem an alien motif, which
echoes a condemnation of the town proclaimed in the ancient original. Krutch,
for example, believes that "the conventional contrast between the country and
the city ... [is] little short of fantastic coming as it does from a man who was as
... urban" as Johnson (63). Krutch belittles London as nothing better than "a
skillfully executed exercise" (64). Roberts slights it as "a Latinist's exercise" (8).
Other critics opine that the poet slavishly follows the classical model. McAdam
and Milne note that Johnson's verse conveys "only the standard contrast
between the poor but simple rural life and the vicious and dangerous life of the
city" (Poems 48n). Finch adds that "[t]here is something about the poem's
sincerity, or rather lack of it, which seems perennially worrying" (353). Indeed,
Johnson's own insistence that a poem's expressed values and beliefs be sincere
is worrisome enough. In a letter to Gregory Hickman (one of his patrons)
,Johnson writes "that versifying against ones [sic] inclination is the most
disagreeable thing in the World" (Redford 3). So, how can London--which
appears to be "versifying" against Johnson's inclination--be seen as agreeably
sincere? Unlike London, Johnson's masterpiece The Vanity of Human Wishes is
readily viewed as an expression of the poet's chronic melancholy (Finch). Can
London, then--like Vanity--be read as a statement of Johnson's perpetual
gloom Can London be shown to be darker and more pessimistic in mood than
Juvenal's conventional satire Indeed, is there any of Samuel Johnson at all in
Johnson's London?
Despite questions about the poet's inventiveness and sincerity in London, I shall
argue in this essay that Johnson has succeeded in making Juvenal's third satire
his own. To be sure--as other sympathetic critics have observed before me-Johnson's piece appears to enunciate personal, political, psychological and
moral positions that truly are his own. Nonetheless, there is a unique aspect of
London which is not so apparent and which has not been reported in the
secondary literature until now. That is--very much unlike its classical
counterpart--London evokes a type of biblical and Augustinian pessimism. Such
pessimism is a moral and religious theme that transcends mundane jeremiads
against urban collapse. This theme has no precedent in Juvenal nor in any of
the leading translators or adapters antedating Johnson, like Boileau, Oldham or
Dryden. Quite originally, in London, Johnson mixes the classical motif of
metropolitan vice with his Christian view of the whole material world as a place
that perversely punishes the virtuous and that rewards evildoers. In the poem, it
is not just London that is despoiled by cheats but "a groaning Nation" (65). Not
only the city that is plundered by scoundrels but "the beggar'd Land" (201). Not
merely a town that falls under an onrush of bandits but "the sinking Land"
(245).
This moral pessimism about earthly existence is related but not identical to the
broader metaphysical gloom found in the later poem The Vanity of Human
Wishes. In this work, Johnson voices the melancholy Christian belief that in the
sublunary world all human action or desire--no matter its earthly value-ultimately fails. Whereas in Vanity all people's wishes are in vain, in London only
individuals of good will and worth are "BY POVERTY DEPREST" (177). Although
London foreshadows much of the philosophical gloominess of Vanity, the
former poem somewhat lightens the gloom by sometimes satirizing city-life as if
it alone is the source and site of evil. Still, in many other lines, London indicates
that bad men rise and good folk fall not just inside city limits but throughout
"the World" or "Land," and that this universal injustice is a postlapsarian
consequence of "a thoughtless Age" (60) . Often, in London, the country or
"Nation" is annexed into the city's moral collapse, since the country is part of
"the sinking Land," encumbered by "a thoughtless Age." Thus, by mingling
Juvenalian satire with Christian moral-pessimism, by indicating that earthly life
punishes worthy folk but rewards villains and fools, Johnson's London lies
somewhere between the conventional satire of Juvenal and the "tragical satire"
or full metaphysical pessimism of Vanity.(3) Like Vanity, London darkens the
mood of Juvenal's verse. Like Vanity, London imparts Christian pessimism about
all earthly life. Like Vanity, London bemoans the burden of Johnsonian
melancholy. And London in fact displays a bounty of eighteenth-century
sensibility and of Samuel Johnson himself.
Indeed, throughout the long debate on London, not a few critics have defended
the neoclassical and Johnsonian character of the piece. Granting that London is
an Augustan-style imitation, one can hardly demand that it be thoroughly
original. Even so, a good deal of commentary on the work has noted that there
are key ways in which Johnson's imitation asserts his personal attitudes and
beliefs. Regarding his attitude about city-life, it is doubtful that the young poet
who in 1738 rewrote Juvenal's third satire was as enamored with London then
as he was decades later. John Aikin, a contemporary critic, notes that when
Johnson composed London he "had scarcely acquired that confirmed relish for
the metropolis which afterwards characterised him" (Boulton 49). In a letter
sent to a magazine publisher in 1738, Johnson describes himself as an "author
... [who] lies at present under very disadvantageous circumstances of fortune"
(Boulton 42). Perhaps, then, the anti-urbanism of London is truer to the poet's
feelings than is commonly allowed. "Disadvantageous circumstances"
frequently will discolor a person's outlook about a place, just as personal
success often will brighten one's worldview. Johnson's notable saying that
"when a man is tired of London, he is tired of life" was uttered in 1777 (Boswell
233),when his success was achieved and his income guaranteed, nearly 40
years after his youthful poverty and struggle in the city.
Additionally, critics have recognized that what was in Juvenal a social satire
against the incivilities of city-life became, in Johnson, a political satire against
the national government. Joel Weinsheimer, John Hardy, and Prem Nath all
remark that Johnson's aversion to Robert Walpole's administration is given free
rein in the poet's allusions to onerous excise taxes, abuse of pensions,
oppressive licensing laws, and the like. Regarding criticism about London,
Andrew Varney allows that the political "line, variously augmented and
elaborated, has become not unreasonably an orthodoxy" (202). This political
aspect of London is a major innovation by Johnson. No thematic equivalent
exists in Juvenal.
More significantly, the psychological and moral tone of London is more intense
than in Juvenal. In this vein, Varney argues that London is "a great and profound
poem ... because Johnson fuses with his public satire a deeply impassioned
presentation of the mind in distress," a psychological dimension not found in
Juvenal's work (204). Similarly, concerning ethics, scholars have discovered a
large difference between Johnson's spokesman Thales and Juvenal's "friend"
Umbricius. Despite the latter's contempt for corruption in Rome, observes
Hardy, Umbricius
is, in a sense, merely cutting his losses by proposing to retire to the country, for
every day finds his stock of capital depleted in a city which offers no reward for
his honest labours. Johnson's Thales, on the other hand, though he hints at the
lack of personal return in the corrupt city, inveighs more sternly against its
vices. His tone has nothing of the jaunty astringency of his Roman
counterpart's. (258)
Compared to Juvenal, then, Johnson's accent on morals is strong.
Continuing the dialogue on morals, R. G. Peterson notes that Johnson's two
great poems, London and Vanity, are
imitations of the classics, but they are not really classical. I think one gets a
better idea of Horace from Pope's imitations than one could of Juvenal from
Johnson's. Both of Johnson's poems have a clearer sense of [moral] direction....
[He] leaves out much from his two imitations of the classical, just as he adds
much.... Apparently in response to his deep Christian moral sense, he
eliminated the particularities which seemed to deprive his originals of their
moral significance, to serve as beguiling disguises of the important realities.
(80)
In Juvenal's satire, for example, there occurs the morally irrelevant festival in the
country, where itinerant players come and where their "grotesque mask[s] "
alarm "a baby, / [lying] Safe in his mother's lap" (172-77). In Johnson's imitation,
however, these particulars about a scared infant are deleted, apparently
because they fail to advance the moral case against the city. Intriguingly, this
revision erases Juvenal's pastoral sketch of country life, an omission that seems
to insinuate Johnson's disregard for rustic existence. Soon afterward in his
poem, Johnson enhances the moral force about Juvenal's description of urban
toughs who avoid a nobleman's retinue. In Johnson, then, the idiosyncratic
details of the classical original vanish. In London, general morality rules. The
young thugs merely catch sight of the torch's or "Flambeau's bright Approach /
And shun the shining Train, and golden Coach" (234-35). Here, Peterson notes,
Johnson compresses Juvenal's images of a "purple cloak," "a great, long line of
lackeys," "many torches carried along, and a bronze lamp" into a simple didactic
picture of a golden world that briefly cows ruffians. In Johnson, writes Peterson,
the street thugs "seem to fear not the man inside the trappings, who may be as
cruel and a hundred times more powerful than they, but what the trappings
symbolize--not only power but also a social and moral order" (83). Peterson's
last point touches on my essay's thesis. Johnson's focus on morality intimates a
higher ethical order, which is represented by the "golden Coach" and against
which the sublunary realm--not simply London city--can be contrasted.
Sublunary life, not only London, menaces the virtuous. Johnson's moralism in
London introduces the Christian theme that the entire material world--not just
an English city--preys like a thug on honest folk.
The theme of misfortune's ubiquity is represented as well in the poem Vanity,
where Johnson metamorphoses Juvenal's tenth satire of trenchant mockery
into a manifesto of abstract gloom. Implicitly, Johnson reiterates the medieval
notion of fortune's wheel, an image that conveys man's inevitable downfall in
material life and that nullifies most of retribution's relevance. In contrast,
Juvenal's tenth satire clearly assigns individual blame. Commenting on
Juvenal's account of Sejanus, Francis Schoff writes that "the blame [is put]
squarely on the shoulders of the man who wanted too much" (294). In Juvenal's
satire, Sejanus is a politician who "Seek[s] excessive renown, excessive wealth"
(103). In respect to Johnson's parallel case of Cardinal Wolsey, however, the
modern poet draws a dignified and almost flattering portrait of Wolsey, who
stands at the summit of power and on the brink of the abyss (98-108).
Concerning this statesman's fall, Johnson asks,
For why did Wolsey near the Steeps of Fate, On weak Foundations raise th'
enormous Weight? Why but to sink beneath Misfortune's Blow, With louder Ruin
to the Gulphs below. (125-28)
In this passage, Schoff observes, we detect "an echo of the medieval Fortune's
wheel," placing emphasis "on the misfortune" and not on the victim's fault or
retribution (294). In subsequent lines of Vanity, Johnson's allusion to the
downfall of "great Villiers," of Harley and of others at the hands of anti-Tories
hardly casts blame on the unfortunates (129-34). Regarding the mortal shocks
that even the humble scholar is heir to, Johnson insists that neither "Reason"
nor rectitude can save one "from grief or danger" ( 1 4 1 -55 ) . No matter how
lofty one's estate or moral character, do not "think the doom of man [is]
reversed for thee" (156). In Vanity, then, Johnson's stress on universal bad luck
rather than upon moral error highlights the power of fortune--or of "Chance"
(215)--and underscores the Christian sentiment that no earthly achievement
secures final happiness and fulfillment. Only in contemplation of death and of
the afterlife does "celestial Wisdom calm the Mind, / And make the Happiness
she does not find" (367-68).
The Christian motif of sublunary pessimism and of fortune's fickle rule is voiced
much earlier than in Vanity, of course. In Boethius's Consolation of Philosophy
(2.1-4) and in Ecclesiastes, we read two early works within this long tradition. In
the latter text, an important variant of pessimism is declared by the Preacher
when he says,
There is a vanity which is done upon the earth; that there be just men, unto
whom it happeneth according to the work of the wicked; again, there be wicked
men, to whom it happeneth according to the work of the righteous: I said that
this also is vanity. (Eccles. 8.14)
In The City of God, Augustine restates this variation on the theme of religious
pessimism. Paraphrasing Ecclesiastes, he writes "that the good suffer the ills of
life as if they were evildoers, and the bad enjoy the good of life as if they were
good" (713). Referring to the Preacher in Ecclesiastes, Augustine adds that this
wisest man devoted this whole book to a full exposure of this vanity, evidently
with no other object than that we might long for that life in which there is no
vanity under the sun, but verity under Him who made the sun. (713)
This species of pessimism, then, holds that the material world is a place that
penalizes the righteous and that rewards sinners. Or, as Augustine writes, "the
good suffer the ills of life as if they were evildoers," and so on. This particular
religious belief I call moral pessimism, which differs from the broader idea that
all people "under the sun" are doomed to fail and fall. This broader notion also
expressed in Ecclesiastes--I call metaphysical pessimism.
So, metaphysical pessimism is the motif that is exhibited by Vanity, revealing as
it does that all people--regardless of morality or merit--are liable for a fall.
However, moral pessimism is expressed in London, since this work indicates
that the physical world is a mad inferno that punishes the virtuous and that
rewards the bad. In a way, then, Vanity and London are quite different, since the
latter poem oddly mitigates the wholesale punitiveness and fatalism of the
former. In Vanity, anyone may fall. Yet in London, only the good end badly. Only
they are assaulted by fate. In another way, however, both poems are very much
alike, since both impart Christian pessimism about the sublunary domain, a
religious and melancholy theme of Johnson's that transcends mere satire
against urban corruption and folly. Ultimately, both poems direct their attack not
against any specific sin or individual city but against the human condition.
Although in London it is not obvious that Johnson satirizes the injustice of
material life per se, surely some sort of unfairness is a theme. In the poem, the
righteous are in fact singled out as victims, and villains and fools are favored as
beneficiaries of a monstrously unjust environment. The good come to a bad
end; and the bad go scot-free. "[l]n these degen'rate Days," Thales declaims,
"Worth ... [w]ants ev'n the cheap Reward of empty Praise." Men of learning and
"Science toil in vain," "Patriot[s]" are denied pensions, etc. In shameful contrast,
"Pirates" and "Courtier[s]" are perversely favored by earthly "Pow'rs." "[l]n the
Face of Day," they vote benefits for scoundrels and leave honest men like Thales
with only hope enough "to double [their] Distress" (35-54).
Johnson's argument of folly exalted and of virtue spurned advances in his
graphic account of the "supple Gaul" who triumphs over the "rugged Native"
(124-31). For the upright Briton, it is "damned if you do and damned if you
don't." If you don't ape the fawning Frenchman, then you are plunged into
"hated Poverty" (159). If you do, then you are "Kick[ed] for awkward Flattery"
(128-31); and, presumably, you're no richer for your pain. In London, only
knaves prosper; but good people "ev'ry Moment" see their "Little [grow] less"
(40). This link between pauperism and virtue is framed in the "mournful" maxim
"SLOW RISES WORTH, BY POVERTY DEPREST" (177). Essentially, in London,
poor folk and good folk are one and the same. Beggary is the mark of virtue's
low estate and abuse by the world.
This motif of virtue under siege is featured in the line "All Crimes are safe, but
hated Poverty" (159).Johnson develops the theme by lamenting that the honest
poor are the prey of urban punks, who "confine" their threats and "prudent
Insults to the Poor" (224-233). Gruesomely, he dramatizes the final
victimization of the honest citizen in a "midnight" scene of burglary and
homicide. Only for the virtuous does there seem to be no mercy and no escape.
If they are not murdered on the mean streets outside, they are butchered in
their sleep at home.
The midnight Murd'rer bursts the faithless Bar; Invades the sacred Hour of silent
Rest, And leaves, unseen, a Dagger in your Breast. (239-41)
Unseen, the murderer escapes. Unconscious, the citizen expires. Dramatically,
Johnson shows that the righteous are victimized and the vicious are left
uncurbed--are even rewarded--in a lethally unfair environment.
Till now, however, the nature of that environment has not been fully analyzed.
So far, Johnson's theme of virtue under attack looks like a close imitation of
Juvenal's satire against Rome. Juvenal's irate Roman friend appears to
personify harassed goodness just as well as Johnson's angry speaker does.
Nevertheless, the setting of London--where only the good die badly--hardly
confines itself to city limits but rather encompasses the entire corporeal world.
The universality of virtue's victimization evidences the moral pessimism of
London. This is vastly different from Juvenal's third satire, where virtue is
assaulted only in Rome. Fundamentally--like Vanity--the poem London targets
material life, not just a particular city.
In Augustinian terms, "the city of man" is the subject of London. London city is a
microcosm of the mundane macrocosm. For Johnson, the word "London" is an
instance of synecdoche for the whole sublunary world. Johnson's figure of
speech is like the trope "the city of man," in the book The City of God. In that
work, Augustine suggests that the wicked "citizen of this [material] world" is
favored like a "first-born" son. The righteous "citizen of the city of God,"
however, is mistreated or ignored like "a stranger," inside "the earthly city." In
other words, a good person is "a stranger below," in the city of man; but he is "a
citizen above," in the city of God (479). Augustine's picture of material life is not
always so grim as this. But, as just indicated, he often reflects moral pessimism
about material existence--where the sinful find favor and the virtuous find
trouble--a gloomy theme like that of Johnson's in London. Frankly, Johnson's
focus on all material life as the arena for evil seems to copy Augustine's
portrayal of the city of man more than Juvenal's harangue against Rome.
Certainly, nothing like Christian pessimism is found in the classical model for
Johnson's imitation. Whereas Juvenal's third satire has only one significant
allusion to fortune or fate and that single instance is positive (39-40),Johnson's
London has five references to fortune or fate and four of these cases are plainly
negative (11; 84; 95; 168; 199). This alone implies the "tragical" nature of
Johnson's satire, which bemoans the fate of the upright soul weighed down by
a wicked world. Johnson stresses the moral tragedy of man's earthly lot in
Thales' comment that "Virtue wars with persecuting Fate" (199). Significantly,
Thales' sarcasm directed against "servile" but successful poets bespeaks the
predicament of all honest people in a universe misruled by fortune (198-201).
Perhaps the clearest way to see the ultimate subject and setting of London is to
note the incidence of key terms. Although "London" is a word that is used only
twice within the poem (5, 93), "Land" is a term used five times (196, 201, 245,
214, 255). Four out of five times, "Land" connotes the generic earthly context-besieged by cosmic injustice--as in "the beggar'd Land" and "the sinking Land."
In only one case out of five does "Land" mean the rural countryside per se, as in
"the smiling Land" (214). Predictably, where "Land" indicates earthly existence
in general, "the Land" is "beggar'd," "sinking," or similarly burdened by cosmic
inequity. In the one instance where "Land" means a rural retreat, however, "the
Land" is "smiling." Here, in this explicitly non-urban setting, "ev'ry Breeze bears
Health upon its Wings," and so on. Of course this double sense of "Land"-indicating material existence in four cases and rural environs in one--implies a
thematic paradox in London. If the rural outland really is idyllic and "smiling"
then why is it that "the Land" is "beggar'd" and "sinking"? Apparently, Johnson
has two competing and somewhat contradictory themes. One is the classical
motif favoring country over town. The other is the Christian sentiment of moral
pessimism about the material world, including country and town.
In London, the dominance of Christian pessimism over classical pastoralism is
shown in the frequency of other key words. Whereas "Town" is used only twice
(2, 34), "the World" or "Nation" is used four times in the poem (65, 91, 190,
249). Each of these four times involves a setting that is much larger than any
city and that also is threatened by fortune's injustice, as in "a groaning Nation"
and a "cheated Nation" (65, 91). Taken as a whole, Johnson's diction signals
that the theme of victimized virtue is scarcely limited to London. The fact that
"starving Merit" must "roam" like "a wretched Vagrant" throughout: "the World"
(190-91) implies that inequity is not even restricted to any literal-minded notion
of "the Nation." Johnson reiterates the universality of injustice by references to
postlapsarian sins of "a thoughtless Age" (60). " [I]n Alfred's golden Reign,"
however, a "single Jail ... / Could half the Nation's Criminals contain" (248-49).
Once more, in these lines, it is not London that is mentioned but "the Nation,"
connoting here a whole world that flourished and shone amid a bygone golden
age. This reign of prelapsarian innocence and golden virtue is styled variously
by Johnson as the "blissful Age" and "Blest Age," in contrast to "these
degen'rate Days" of "a thoughtless Age" (25; 253; 35; 60).
In Juvenal, though, very little resembles Johnson's allusions to a vanished
golden world. Even in the third satire's passage that parallels Johnson's verse
lines about "the Nation," the Roman poet makes no mention of any place
whatsoever except the city of Rome (312-13). Unlike Johnson in London,
Juvenal in the third satire censures only a city--not "the World." Although in
Juvenal there is nothing that hints of a nonmaterial golden world, nothing that
forms a celestial paradise, in Johnson there are many references to "Heaven"
(43; 66; 170; 194; 209). This also suggests that Johnson's final satirical target is
not an English city but rather the natural antithesis to Christianity's heaven--the
material world. The "city of man" in general--not London city in particular--is
Jonson's main topic. Material life, not London, his bottom line. Again, it is no
mere city that is ravaged by reprobates and cheats but "the beggar'd Land"
(201). No solitary town that buckles under the burden of thieves but "the sinking
Land" (245). The global reach of vice's depredations places a Christian
worldview (not a classical sentiment) at the center of London.
The poem's religious theme is mirrored as well in its figurative language. Often
Johnson's prime imagery and tropes are Augustinian and Christian, not
Juvenalian and classical. In Augustine, "Babylon" is a trope whose tenor
approximates that of "the city of man," since both terms signify worldly evil.
Echoing the Bible, Augustine recounts the founding of ancient Babylon, the
building of the "Tower of Babel," and God's descent upon Babylon to crush the
"merely human" ambitions of "the earthly city" (526-28). In both Vanity and
London, Johnson reintroduces this metaphor of earthly aspiration humbled by
the failure of towering architecture. In Vanity, a young scholar "[b]urns" with
"the fever of Renown" while "O'er Bodley's Dome his future Labors spread, /
And Bacon's Mansion trembles o'er his Head" (135-40). In London, this image
of earthly pride's downfall also appears: "Heaven's just Bolts Orgilio's Wealth
[would] confound, / And spread his flaming Palace on the Ground" (194-95).
Like King Nimrod the founder of Babylon, Johnson's "Orgilio" constructs a royal
residence, a "rising Dome," crowded "with sudden Wealth" (19e203). Unlike
Nimrod's tower, however, Orgilio's dome is not actually ruined by a raging
"Heaven" (194-97). Instead, in London, "servile" versifiers and their "publick
Mournings pacify the Skies" (197-99) . Congruent with Johnson's pessimistic
view of "Babylon" and of earthly life, Orgilio's dome is left standing and cosmic
justice is thwarted again. Needless to say, in Juvenal's third satire, there is
nothing akin to Johnson's biblical imagery of towering materialism imperiled by
a wrathful god.
To be sure, in some instances Johnson attacks city-life as if this one sphere of
physical existence is the fountainhead of evil. Yet in the context of a satire that
continually focuses on "persecuting Fate," on "these degen'rate Days," on this
"thoughtless Age," on "the Wrath of Heav'n" (66), on "the World [in which] a
wretched Vagrant roam[s]" (190), and on "the sinking Land"--it seems to be the
material world itself, more than any earthly city, that comes under Johnson's
fire. Arguably, Johnson's transformation of Juvenal's third satire breaks the
bounds of verse imitation. Typically, verse imitations kept the original author's
basic sense or sentiment but they introduced modern particulars and imagery.
(4) "[P]art of the beauty of the performance," Johnson wrote in 1738 about
London, "consist[s] in adapting Juvenals [sic] sentiments to modern facts"
(Boulton 43).Yet in London, Johnson does not simply adapt Roman sentiments.
He largely replaces Juvenal's anti-city sentiment with Christian pessimism on
earthly life. Perhaps a better question about Johnson's London is not if there is
any of Johnson in it but rather if there is any of Juvenal. Of course there is some
of Juvenal in London. But whether there is enough of the Roman for Johnson's
poem to be called, unconditionally, a neoclassical imitation is questionable
indeed. Suffice it to say that, within the complex satire of London, Johnson
amends Juvenal's theme of metropolitan vice with the Christian belief that the
material world is a place that punishes the righteous and that rewards the bad.
If I am right, however, and moral pessimism does in fact permeate London, then
it might seem that Johnson's poem verges on heresy, coming dangerously close
to a kind of Manichaeanism. Admittedly, the notion of moral pessimism does
imply a sort of dualism, yoking evil to material life and virtue to spiritual
existence. And yet Augustine, who is renowned for his polemics against
Manichaeanism and other heresies, claims that moral pessimism is perfectly
compatible with Christian theology. In The City of God, he writes that even if
cosmic injustice were
so uniform that none but wicked men won the transitory prosperity of earth,
while only the good suffered its ills--this could be referred to the just and even
benign judgment of God. We might suppose that they who were not destined to
obtain those everlasting benefits which constitute human blessedness were
either deluded by transitory blessings as the just reward of their wickedness, or
were, in God's mercy, consoled by them, and that they who were not destined
to suffer eternal torments were afflicted with temporal chastisement for their
sins, or were stimulated to greater attainment in virtue. (712)
So, moral pessimism in London may be seen not as religious heresy but as
Christian belief, colored by Augustinian spirituality. Once again, Johnson's
representation of the material world as the natural habitat for evil displays
Augustine's brand of Christianity far more than it imitates Juvenal's type of
satire.
By fortifying Juvenalian satire with Christian moral-pessimism, by revealing that
sublunary life assails decent folk while it rewards knaves and fools, Johnson's
London transcends the invective of Juvenal and approaches the metaphysical
pessimism of Vanity. Like Vanity, London seems to voice Johnson's own chronic
gloom, darkening Juvenal's art, disclosing Christian pessimism on material life,
and challenging classical concepts of satire. Truly, in London, we find a
profusion of eighteenth-century feeling and a wealth of Dr. Johnson too.
1 Unless otherwise indicated, I use Smith and McAdam's 1974 edition of The
Poems of Samuel Johnson in my discussion of Johnson's work.
2 In Rambler 36 and 37, Johnson examines the falsity and unnaturalness "of
pastoral poetry ... of latter times," as well as the significance "of the pastoral"
verse (Brady and Wimsatt 167-74).
3 Adapting a term of Dryden's, Ian Jack has argued that, in Vanity, Johnson has
achieved "tragical satire." As I mention in my paper, the "tragical" nature of
Johnson's satire in Vanity has a precedent in the medieval wheel of fortune,
symbolizing the dire fate of all mortals amid this earthly life.
4 In his Dictionary, Johnson defines linguistic "sentiment" as the "sense
considered distinctly from the language or things" (McAdam and Milne,
Dictionary 367). Thus a poem's sentiment is its basic sense, in contrast to its
imagery and particulars.
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